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Abstract. In recent years, several relation extractions (RE) models
have been developed to extract knowledge from natural language texts.
Accordingly, several benchmark datasets have been proposed to evaluate
these models. These RE datasets consisted of natural language sentences
with a fixed number of relations from a particular domain. Albeit useful
for general-purpose RE benchmarking, they do not allow the genera-
tion of customized microbenchmarks according to user-specified criteria
for a specific use case. Microbenchmarks are key to testing the indi-
vidual functionalities of a system and hence pinpoint component-based
insights. This article proposes REBench, a framework for microbench-
marking RE systems, which can select customized relation samples from
existing RE datasets from diverse domains. The framework is flexible
enough to choose relation samples of different sizes and according to the
user-defined criteria on essential features to be considered for RE bench-
marking. We used various clustering algorithms to generate microbench-
marks. We evaluated the state-of-the-art RE systems using different
RE benchmarking samples. The evaluation results show that specialized
microbenchmarking is crucial for identifying the limitations of various
RE models and their components.

Resource Type: Evaluation benchmarks or Methods
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1 Introduction

Relation extraction (RE) systems extract the relationship between two named
entities from natural language texts. The named entities are often pre-annotated,
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and the task is to determine the relationship between the entities. There have a
wide range of applications of RE including knowledge base creation [25], event
generation [14], and question-answering approaches [33]. In recent years, several
novel approaches have been proposed to extract relations, including rule-based
[22] and machine learning [11,26,27] approaches. These approaches operate in
different environments, such as supervised, semi-supervised, distant-supervised,
and unsupervised [17].

Research Gap: Several datasets such as NYT-FB [18], TACRED [36], WEB-
NLG [8], Wikidata RE [21], and SemEval-2010 [10] have been proposed to bench-
mark RE systems. These datasets (Table 1) contain a fixed number of relations
from a particular domain and are sufficient to test the overall performance of the
RE system in terms of precision and recall. However, they do not allow generation
of use-case-specific benchmarking based on user specified-criteria. For example, a
user may be interested in testing a given RE system using a benchmark containing
only binary relations with a fixed number of sentences and more than three
named entities in each sentence. Such customized microbenchmarks are essen-
tial for performing use-case specific benchmarking and detailed component-based
testing to demonstrate their strengths and weaknesses.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no RE benchmarking framework that
allows users to generate customized microbenchmarks according to user-defined
criteria. Furthermore, the existing RE datasets are generally designed for specific
purpose. For example, the primary purpose of the NYT-FB [18] dataset is distant
supervision and is specialized for RE tasks that are based on distant supervision.
Similarly, the WEB-NLG [8] dataset primarily targets natural language gener-
ation, and supervised RE systems are the main objective of the TACRED [36]
dataset. The main task of the Wikidata-RE [21] dataset is to extract overlapping
or multiple relationships. Consequently, no benchmark dataset is curated from
multiple sources (most of the datasets have Wikipedia as a source). Riedal et
al. [18] mentioned the problems caused by considering only a single source for
RE systems. Finally, the RE systems reported a significant difference in the F
scores for the different datasets (see Table 2).

Our Proposal: The performance of RE systems is significantly affected by vari-
ous sentence and relations-level features, such as the number of tokens in the sen-
tences, named entities, tokens around the mentioned entities, tokens in the enti-
ties, exact string match of the entities, and number of punctuations [1,4,22,26].
We propose REBench, an RE benchmarking framework that allows users to gen-
erate customized microbenchmarks according to user-defined criteria on various
sentence and relations-level features. We use state-of-the-art clustering algorithms
in REBench to cluster more representative relations and select divers microbench-
marks.

REBench selects microbenchmarks from the RELD-RDF dataset, created from
six – WEB-NLG [8], NYT-FB [18], Wikidata RE [21], SemEval2010 [10], Google-
RE [15], and FewRel [9], – state-of-the-art RE datasets. In RELD-RDF, we model
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Table 1. State-of-the-art benchmark datasets, its primary tasks and source of extrac-
tion.

Benchmark Primary task Underlying Corpus Availability

NYT-FB Distant supervision New york times article Partially available

Wikidata-RE Overlaping RE Wikipedia Open

WEB-NLG Natural language Generaion Crowdsourced Open

SEMEval-2010 RE classification Web Open

Google-RE Relation Extraction Wikipedia Open

TACRED Supervised RE TAC-KBP Closed

DocRED Document RE Wikipedia Open

Table 2. Basic statistics of well-known relation extraction benchmark datasets,
D represents documents instead of sentences.

Benchmark # training Sentences # Relation Best F1 # NA relation

NYT-FB 561,95 24 92.5 x

Wikidata-RE 372,059 353 83 0%

WEB-NLG 501,9 246 93 0%

SEMEval-2010 10,717 9 91 17.4%

Google-RE 5528 3 87.2 0%

TACRED 106,264 41 75.2 80%

DocRED 3053D 96 67.28 0%

all these datasets (which were in different formats) into a single ontology.
RELD-RDF provides a unified format for data access along with various anno-
tations which are required for training different types of relation extraction sys-
tems. The RELD-RDF resulted in the largest (to the best of our knowledge) RDF
knowledge graphs of relations, containing 55.54 million triples describing 824
relations and 2 million sentences.

Our main contributions are as follows:

– REBench allows users to generate customized benchmarks according to user-
defined criteria on important sentences and relation-level features. The frame-
work completely abides by Semantic Web technologies: it uses the RDF
dataset as input and makes use of SPARQL queries for sample selection and
clustering.

– RELD-RDF is an assorted dataset constructed from well-known RE datasets
extracted from various domains. This enables REBench to select a microbench-
mark from multiple sources to avoid single-source problems [18].

– We evaluated state-of-the-art RE tools on a customized benchmark generated
by REBench. The evaluation results show that baseline systems can be changed
using more diverse benchmarks.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we describe the
RDF dataset we used and the approach to building REBench. Section 3 presents
the performance of different RE systems on the REBench. The importance and
impact of the resource are explained in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 presents resource
availability, reusability and sustainability. Related work, conclusion and future
work are presented in Sects. 6, and 7, respectively.

2 REBench

This section first discusses the RDF dataset used as an input for the REBench
relation sample generation framework. We then discuss the relation sampling
process and microbenchmark generation framework in detail.

2.1 RELD-RDF Dataset

As mentioned previously, our framework selects a customized relation sample
from the RELD-RDF dataset. The RELD-RDF dataset consists of six datasets that
are commonly used to train and evaluate different types of RE systems. For
example, WEB-NLG, NYT-FB, and Wikidata datasets are commonly used for
sentential RE, Google-RE and DocRED are used for document-based RE, the
FewRel dataset is used for Few-shot RE, and the SemEval2010 dataset is com-
monly used for casual RE1. In RELD-RDF, each relation contains 23 features (more
than the source datasets) divided into two main categories: relation-level and
sentence-level features. Features related to relations include its natural language
representation; source; other representations of the relationship such as P569,
date of birth, birthDate, and /people/person/date of birth all represent the same
relation; and distribution (training, testing, validation). Similarly, the features
related to sentences include the number of tokens, number of entities, direction of
relation, position of the subject and object entity2 in the sentence. Figure 1 sum-
marizes the features attached to each relation. A sample RDF representation of
a relationship in RELD-RDF is presented in Listing 1.1. The RELD-RDF is publicly
available from the SPARQL endpoint http://reld.cs.upb.de:8890/sparql.

2.2 Relation Sample Generation for Microbenchmarking

In this section, we first define the relation sampling generation problem, followed
by the generation process. We define our relation sampling generation problem
as follows:

Definition 1 (Sampling problem). Let S be a set of input relations. Our aim
is to choose a set of R relations that best represents S with more diverse features
R << |S|.

1 For the details about different types of RE system see Sect. 6.
2 Subject and object entities sometimes also named as head and tail entities.

http://reld.cs.upb.de:8890/sparql
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Fig. 1. A summary tree of features attached to relations and sentences in RELD-RDF

dataset.

The relation sample generation process is carried out in four main steps, as shown
in Fig. 2. As a prerequisite, the user provides the RELD-RDF dataset as input, the
required number of relation R, and the selection criteria (as SPARQL query) to
be considered in the RE sampling for microbenchmarking. The sampling process
is carried out in four steps. (1) The relation selection step selects all relations
with required features from the RELD-RDF dataset. (2) The vector representation
step generates feature vectors and normalization of them for the selected rela-
tionships. (3) The model generates an R number of clusters from the selected
relations in the clustering step. (4) Final relation selection, the model selects the
most representative relation from each cluster to be included in the final sample
requested by the user. We now discuss these four steps in more detail.

Fig. 2. REBench sampling process from input to output.
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Listing 1.1. An example RELD-RDF representation of a relation with associated data
sentences properties and associated data of sentences.

@prefix dataset: <https :// reld.dice -research.org/> .
@prefix dbo: <http :// dbpedia.org/ontology/> .
@prefix dc: <http :// purl.org/dc/elements /1.1/ > .
@prefix freebase: <http ://rdf.freebase.com/ns> .
@prefix owl: <http ://www.w3.org /2002/07/ owl#> .
@prefix ps: <http ://www.wikidata.org/prop/statement/> .
@prefix rdf: <http ://www.w3.org /1999/02/22 -rdf -syntax -ns#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http ://www.w3.org /2000/01/rdf -schema#> .
@prefix reldr: <https :// reld.dice -research.org/resource/> .
@prefix reldv: <https :// reld.dice -research.org/schema/> .
@prefix xml: <http ://www.w3.org/XML /1998/ namespace > .
@prefix xsd: <http :// www.w3.org /2001/ XMLSchema#> .
# Dataset #
dataset:NYT -FB reldv:hasRelation reldr:R-4001 ,

reldr:Dataset_2 dc:title reldr:NYT -FB .
reldr:NYT -FB dc:source reldr:text_freebase ;
reldv:primaryTask reldr:distant_supervision ;
reldv:reType reldr:ternary .

# Relation #
reldr:R -4001 rdfs:label " place_of_birth" ;

owl:equivalentProperty reldr:placeOfBirth ;
owl:sameAs <http ://rdf.freebase.com/ns/people/person/place_of_birth >,

ps:P19 , reldr:R-2, reldr:R-3001 , reldr:R-5001 ;
reldv:distribution "test"^^xsd:string ,

"train"^^xsd:string ,
"valid"^^xsd:string ;

reldv:hasSentence reldr:S_NYT -FB_103382 ,
...

reldr:S_NYT -FB_106692.
# Sentence #
reldr:S_NYT -FB_103382 reldv:direction false ;

reldv:hasNamedEntity reldr:ne_n559817 , reldr:ne_n559818 ,
reldr:ne_n559819 , reldr:ne_n559820;

reldv:hasObject reldr:object_55 ;
reldv:hasSubject reldr:subject_50 ;
reldv:hasText "Or as Heather Marks ,
the 17-year -old Vogue favorite from Calgary , puts it : ’’
It could be that Canada is just having a moment like Brazil and
Russia did ."@en ;
# Sentnece Properties #
reldv:numAftToken 21 ;
reldv:numBefToken 2 ;
reldv:numBetToken 6 ;
reldv:numOfObjToken 1 ;
reldv:numOfPunctuations 3 ;
reldv:numOfRelation 3 ;
reldv:numOfSubToken 2 ;
reldv:numOfTokens 32 ;
reldv:objPos 10 ;
reldv:subPos 2 .

# Subject & Object #
reldr:subject_50 reldv:subject reldr:Heather_Marks .
reldr:object_55 reldv:object reldr:Calgary .
# Named Entities #
reldr:ne_n559817 a dbo:GPE ;

rdfs:label "calgary"@en .
reldr:ne_n559818 a dbo:GPE ;

rdfs:label "canada"@en .
reldr:ne_n559819 a dbo:GPE ;

rdfs:label "brazil"@en .
reldr:ne_n559820 a dbo:GPE ;

rdfs:label "russia"@en .
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Relations Selection: There can be potentially many relations in the REDL-
RDF dataset that pass the user criteria for microbenchmarks. The sampling
framework fetches all relevant relations along with the required annotated fea-
tures from the RELD-RDF dataset using a single SPARQL query. An example of
a SPARQL query is presented in Listing 1.2. This SPARQL query retrieves all
relations from the dataset along with the following features in the sentences:
total number of tokens, named entities, and number of punctuations in a sen-
tence. The user can select any number of features that are considered important
for microbenchmarking. The result of this query execution is stored in a map
that is used in subsequent sampling steps. In the following sections, we show how
this query can be modified to select customized samples for microbenchmarking.

Feature Vectors: The clustering step (explained next) requires measures of
distances between relations. Each relation that was retrieved in the relation
selection step from the RELD-RDF dataset is mapped to a vector representation.
The length of the vector is equal to the number of selected features. The vector
stores the corresponding relation features that were retrieved along with the
given relations. Once feature vectors are created from relations, the next step is
to normalize all values in the vectors between 0 and 1 to avoid bias owing to
high values in the vector. The normalization of vectors for particular features
is performed as follows: each of the individual values in every feature vector is
divided by the overall maximal value (across all vectors) for that feature. This
ensures that all the relations are located in a unit hypercube.

Clustering: Given a set of normalized vectors, the next step is to group
them into the required R number of clusters. For this, we draw a nor-
malized vector in the multidimensional space and used existing well-known
distance-based clustering namely FEASIBLE [20], FEASIBLE Exemplars [20],
KMeans++, DBSCAN+KMeans++ (Combination of DBSCAN and KMeans
where DBSCAN remove outliers while KMeans generate the required number
of clusters) [7], and Random selection. The REBench framework is not limited
to these clustering methods; it is sufficiently flexible to be extended to other
clustering algorithms that allow the generation of a fixed number of clusters.

Listing 1.2. SPARQL Query for selection of relations from NYT-FB from RELD-RDF

dataset using named entity, number of punctuation and number of token features.

PREFIX reld: <https :// reld.dice -research.org/schema/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?rId (AVG(? nToken) as ?avgToken) (count(?ne) as ?NE) (AVG(?

numPunc) as ?avgPunc)
FROM <http :// reld.dice -research.org/NYT -FB>
WHERE{
?rId reld:hasSentence ?sentence.
?sentence reld:hasSubject ?sub.
?sentence reld:hasObject ?obj.
?sentence reld:numOfTokens ?nToken.
?sentence reld:numOfPunctuations ?numPunc.
?sentence reld:hasNamedEntity ?ne.
}
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Final Selection of Most Representative Relations: For this step, we adopt
the exact approach of FEASIBLE [20] as follows: For each cluster C finds the
centroid c which is the average of the feature vectors of all queries in the vectors in
C. Next, we determine the distance between each relation in C and the centroid
c. The final selection criterion is the minimum distance between the relationship
and c. The output of our framework is an RDF file containing the selected
relations, along with a list of features. This RDF output can be queried directly
using a SPARQL query. The input for state-of-the-art RE systems is different,
and we provide a generic script to convert the output into JSON format. The
user can also convert the output into the desired style with minimum effort.
REBench contains CLI options for benchmark generation that are available from
the resource homepage.

Listing 1.3. Personalized query for selection of relations and correspending sentences
along with required features from RELD-RDF dataset having balanced number of sen-
tences.

Prefix reld: <https :// reld.dice -research.org/schema/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?rId (AVG(? nToken) as ?avgToken) (AVG(?befT) as ?

avgBeforeTokens) (AVG(? aftT) as ?avgAfterToken)
{
?rId reld:hasSentence ?sentence.
?sentence reld:numOfTokens ?nToken.
?sentence reld:numBefToken ?befT.
?sentence reld:numAftToken ?aftT.

} Group by ?rId having (count(? sentence) = 700)

2.3 Relation Sample Personalization

As mentioned previously, our framework allows users to generate customized
benchmarks according to user requirements. For example, a user might be inter-
ested in generating a Few-Shot (a benchmark with a balanced number of sen-
tences for each relation) microbenchmark with 700 sentences each. To do so, the
user can simply personalize the SPARQL query given in Listing 1.2 by adding
SPARQL Group By, and Having clauses as shown in Listing 1.3.

2.4 Diversity of Relation Sample

Like any benchmark, the relations included in an RE benchmark should be
diverse in terms of the features that affect the performance of RE systems. We
define the diversity of the benchmark generated by REBench as follows.

Definition 2 (Sample Diversity)
Let S be a relation sample extracted from a set of relations L. The diversity
score D is the average standard deviation of the relation features k included in
the relation sample S:

D =
1
k

k∑

i=1

(σi(S)) (1)
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where μi and σi represent mean and standard deviation, respectively. Where i
represents the ith feature of the said distribution. In the next section, we present
the diversity scores of the microbenchmarks generated using different clustering
methods included in the REBench.

3 Evaluation and Results

This section describes the experimental setup and evaluation results.

3.1 Experimental Setup

We used three microbenchmarks in our evaluation: (1) A 15 relations sample
was extracted from the RELD-RDF NYT-FB sub-graph to evaluate the systems
trained on the NYT-FB dataset. We used the personalized query in Listing 1.2
to select these relations.

(2) To evaluate the Few-shot relation extraction model, we used listing 1.3 to
extract relations with a balanced number of sentences in the RELD-RDF datasets.
We selected 40 relations from the RELD-RDF dataset by keeping the number of
sentences equal to 700. (3) Bootstrapping-based RE approaches are more likely
to be sensitive to the features in a sentence; therefore, we choose two 100 rela-
tion benchmarks with features such as the number of tokens in a sentence, the
number of tokens around the entities, and the direction property. We kept the
direction property true in one benchmark and false in the second benchmark to
observe the effect of direction of the entities during evaluation. We selected all
these benchmarks using FEASIBLE-Exemplars because of their highest diver-
sity score. The systems we chose for evaluation did not accept data directly
in the RDF format; therefore, we converted the selected data according to the
requirements of a particular RE system we chose for the evaluation.

3.2 Selected RE Systems for Evaluation

We selected those RE systems for evaluation that carry out the following criteria:

– Availability of open source implementation
– State-of-the-art baseline results
– Designed for sentence-based relation extraction

We chose three types of RE systems for the evaluation: supervised, boot-
strapping, and unsupervised. Supervised systems include Partition Filter Net-
work (PFN) [29] and Relation Extraction By End-to-end Language generation
(REBEL) [11]. In addition, we selected Distributional Similarity for Relation
Learning (Matching the Blanks) [2] system to evaluate on a balanced bench-
mark. For bootstrapping-based systems, we selected BREDS [4], and from the
unsupervised category, we selected Revisiting Unsupervised Relation Extraction
(URE) [26].
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3.3 Results

Diversity Scores: First, we wanted to check which clustering method included
in REBench generates more diverse benchmarks. To this end, we generated
five microbenchmarks with a number of relations equal to 4, 24, 80, 200, and
350 using supported clustering methods. The diversity scores of these bench-
marks are shown in Fig. 3 for each supported clustering method. It is observed
that FEASIBLE-Exemplars generates the most diverse benchmarks, followed
by FEASIBLE, KMean++, DBSCAN+KM++, and Random selection, respec-
tively. The reason for FEASIBLE-Exemplars high diversity is due to its clus-
tering method: it selects exemplars based on the longest distances from each
other. FEASIBLE and KMeans++ are centroid-based, instead of selecting sam-
ples based on the longest distance. The removal of outliers by DBSCAN reduced
the overall diversity score. Finally, random selection does not follow a particular
method for the selection of relations; therefore, its diversity score is the lowest.

Fig. 3. Diversity score for five different algorithms using benchmarks of different size.

F Measures: We now compare the performance of the selected RE systems
in terms of standard precision, recall, and F measures. The evaluation results
are listed in Table 3. In the supervised category, PFN slightly outperformed
REBEL (in terms of F scores 92.4 vs 91.7) while using the original benchmark
dataset, i.e., NYT-FB. However, REBEL clearly outperformed PFN (F score
89.9 vs 82) for REBench. One possible reason for the fluctuation in the results is
that PFN considers a single token named entity. The results change when the
number of tokens in the entity changes. This indicates that the results of an
RE system depend on the diversity of the samples selected for evaluation and
the different sentence and relation-level features such as the number of named
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entities, tokens in the sentences, can change the ranking of the tested RE systems.
It is highly possible that an RE system might be tuned well for a particular type
of sentence length and style, but performed worse when applied to sentences
with high veracity.

Table 3. Precision, Recall and F-score of different types of RE systems on REBench

and the original benchmark dataset, we observed fluctuation in the values and shows
new baseline. * represents average F-score, while F and T represent a direction feature
in a benchmark as False and True, respectively.

Type RE Systems Dataset P R F

Supervised REBEL (micro) NYT-FB 91.5 92.0 91.7

PFN(micro) 92.3 92.5 92.4

REBEL (micro) REBench 90.4 89.6 89.9

PFN(micro) 84.2 80.0 82.0

Bootstrapping BREDS News Articles 0.79 0.80 0.79∗

REBench F 0.84 0.87 0.85

REBench T 0.66 0.73 0.69

Unsupervised URE NYT-FB 0.31 0.63 0.41

REBench F 0.32 0.70 0.44

REBench T 0.29 0.55 0.38

Similarly, bootstrapping and unsupervised RE systems are sensitive to the
structure of the sentences from which the relations are extracted. For example,
our results show that simply changing the subject and object position in sen-
tences significantly affects the F scores of the BREDS and URE RE systems.
This change in results indicate the importance of customized microbenchmarks
for performing diverse stress testing. Furthermore, we evaluate a Few-shot RE
system [2] on Listing 1.3; the overall F-score remains almost the same as that
reported in the paper (F-score = 88.9). The reported F-score from the original
paper is based on 80 relations, while we chose the 40 most representative rela-
tions. The results indicate that our framework can select the most representative
sample from the population.

4 Impact

This study provides an open source, easily extendable, and reusable resource
for microbenchmarking of RE components and models. We constructed an RDF
dataset from existing RE datasets, which are in different formats. We added
additional features to each relation that are important to perform RE bench-
marking. This dataset is publicly available and can be queried via SPARQL. The
proposed dataset can be used for various NLP tasks such as relation extraction,
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and named entity recognition. To the best of our knowledge, no microbenchmark-
ing framework is available for RE systems. Our proposed framework completely
abides by semantic web technologies. We hope that REBench will be used by
the NLP community to perform use-case specific benchmarking and pinpoint
component-level pros and cons of RE systems.

5 Availability, Reusability and Sustainability

The resource is publicly available for reuse under the licence of GNU General
Public V3.0. A detailed usage manual for reusing and adapting resources is avail-
able in our public GitHub repository. The code and usage instructions are both
documented and available on the project homepage (see Sect. 7). The resource
uses Semantic Web technologies which makes its usage extendable, as well as the
potential to add new clustering algorithms to the core REBench framework. In
addition, the proposed RELD-RDF dataset can be extended to include more RE
datasets. We provided instructions on how to reuse our code to extend the RDF
dataset, as well as the REBench framework. All future extensions will be reflected
on the same GitHub page. In addition, REBench will be sustained via the Pader-
born Center for Parallel Computing PC2, which provides computing resources
as well as consulting regarding their usage to research projects at Paderborn
University and also to external research groups. The Information and Media
Technologies Centre (IMT) at Paderborn University also provides permanent IT
infrastructure to host the REBench project.

6 Related Work

Many benchmarking datasets are available for relation extraction systems. Most
of these benchmarks target a specific type of RE task. In this section, we divide
them according to the target RE task.

Sentence Level Relation Extraction Benchmarks: The highly explored
method of relation extraction is sentence-level RE. In this type of RE, a system
attempts to find the relationship between a pair of entities in a natural language
sentence. A single sentence can contain one or more relations or no relation at
all; similarly, a sentence can contain any number of entities. Several benchmark
datasets are available for the training and evaluation of sentence-level RE systems.

NYT-FB [18]: This dataset was extracted from the New York Times and
aligned to freebase [5] entities. The dataset contains 24 relations and, 56195
sentences. The dataset was initially curated for distant-supervision tasks. Some
reported shortcomings of this dataset are that the dataset does not contain
overlapping sentences [35], it suffers from the problem of long-tailed distribution
of sentences and imbalanced relations in terms of sentence annotation [23], and
Wang et al. [27] found a problem related to NER format and only the last
word annotation, which directly affects the performance. Wei et al. [28] reported
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that a single relation annotation in NYT-FB degrades the overall performance.
TACRED [35]: is a well-known benchmark dataset for RE systems. The datasets
contained 41 relations, which also include NA (no relation). The dataset is not
available as open source. Sample imbalance, a high noise rate, and incorrect
annotations have been reported in TACRED [13,16,37].

Wikipedia-Wikidata-RE: This is a comparatively large dataset in terms of rela-
tions and number of sentences. Sentences were extracted from Wikipedia and
aligned to the entities of Wikidata. The dataset contains 353 relations and
372,059 training sentences. There is a high difference in the macro and micro
evaluation on these datasets [3] Furthermore, some relations are sparse [38] that
significantly affect the overall performance.

WEB-NLG: A natural language generation dataset containing 5019 crowd-
sourced training sentences and 246 relations. It is a widely used dataset for
RE and has achieved human-level accuracy. Researchers have identified mul-
tiple problems regarding this dataset such as long-tail distribution, last word
annotation, confusing relation labels, noisy sentences, and issue related to NER
[23,24,27,32].

Apart from these benchmark datasets, there are other datasets which target
sentence-level RE, such as SciERC [12], Trex [6] and, CoNLL2004 [19].

Document Level Relation Extraction Benchmarks: A relation in natural
language may or may not explicitly exist in a single sentence, but comes from
the context of other surrounding sentences. Therefore, sentence-level relation
benchmarks do not fulfil this requirement. Document-level relation extraction
benchmarks like DocRED [31] and Google-RE [15] are used for this purpose
[34]. One of the main disadvantages of these benchmarks is that the source of
the sentences is mostly Wikipedia. The Google-RE dataset only contains four
relations and the primary task is not document-based relation extraction, while
DocRED consists of 96 relations.

Causal Relation Extraction Benchmarks: A relationship between two enti-
ties e1 and e2, such that the occurrence of e1 results in the occurrence of e2, is
known as a cause-effect relation or causal relation extraction [30]. SemEval 2010
Task 8 and TACRED, contain causality relationships (1331 in SemEval 2010
Task 8 and 269 in TACRED). The main disadvantage of these benchmarks is
the size (in terms of number of sentences) of the benchmarks.

None of the above benchmarking datasets provide a customized microbench-
mark; neither of them uses Semantic Web technologies such as SPARQL query-
ing. Our proposed framework REBench overcomes these problems and provides
task specific, component-level microbenchmarks according to the user require-
ments.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we describe a resource for generating samples of relations and
sentences for microbenchmarking of relation extraction systems. Our resource
uses different clustering algorithms to create more diverse clusters of samples to
evaluate the relation extraction task. Users can select personalized samples for
microbenchmarks based on the required features. The results indicate that diver-
sity in the benchmark sample is key to performing fine-grained evaluations of RE
systems. Microbenchmarking is key to performing such fine-grained component-
level performance evaluations. Using our resources, the NLP community can
evaluate their relation extraction systems based on their specific needs. We aim
to extend our work to other natural language processing tasks, such as named
entity disambiguation and Named Entity recognition.

Resource Availability Statement:

– Source code, usage instruction, evaluation results, JSON conversion code and
code for generation of Fig. 3 of REBench is available from our GitHub repos-
itory3

– Details about the RELD-RDF dataset is available on the GitHub Repository4

– Online endpoint of the data used in REBench is available on5
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